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ABSTRACT

The composition of several samples of monazite-(Ce) and xenotime from placer deposits in Western Australia has been
determined from the electron-microprobe analysis ofmany individual grains ofmineral sand. A regression analysis ofthe resulls
was used to identiff tlhe mechanisms of incorporation of the actinides Th and U in each mineral. Both of the substitution
mechani sms (Th,U)A + C*+ = 2REfu and (Ih,I)a+ + S i4 = RER+ + Ps+ @cur together in each of the monazite and xenotime
samples. The incorporation ofthe actinides in monazite can, in general, be described by an approximately equal contribution of
both tle above.nechanisms. The incorporation of the actinides in xenotime, albeit less extensive than in monazite, can be largely
accounted for by the second mechanism. The relative role of each mechanism of substitution in the two minerals is explained in
terms of the size restrictions inherent in their structures. Mauy mineral grains exhibit combined levels of Ca and Si in excess of
those expected as a result ofthe incorporation ofTh and U. Additional mechanisms ofsubstitution seem to be involved.

Keywords: monazite-(Ce), xenotime, actinides, incorporation, mechanisms, composition, electron-microprobe analysis,
statisitical analysis, mineral sand, Western Australia-

SoMMans

Nous avons d6termin6 la composition de plusierns 6chantillons de monazite-(Ce) et de x6notime provenant de d@ts
alluvionnaires en I'Australie occidentale au moyen d'analyses l la microsonde 6lectronique. Une analyse statistique des r6sultats
par rdgression a permis d'en d6duire les n&anismes d'incorporation des actinides Th et U dans chaque min6ral. Deux
m6canismes importants, Oh"tD4t- + Cax = zREfr+ et CIh,UF + Si4f = RER* + P5+, seraient ensemble responsables de la
pr6sence de Th et U dam les deux min6raux. Dals la monazite, leur contibution semble d peu p€s 6gale, tandis que dans le
x6notime, les actinides sont inco4)or6s a un niveau moindre, et sutout selon le deuxibme m6canisme. L'importance relative des
deux m€canismes d'incorporation dans les deux min&aux d6pendrait des contraintes g6om6triques dict6es par les deux structues.
Plusieurs des grains font preuve d'une teneur plus 6lev6e en Ca + Si que celle qu'on pr6dit selon la teneur en Th + U. D'autres
m€canismes de substitution senblent impliqu6s.

(Iraduit par la Rddaction)

Mots-cl6s: monazite-(Ce), xdnotime, actinides, incorporation, m6canismes, composition, donn6es de microsonde 6lectronique,
analyse statistique, sable min6ral, Australie occidentale.
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INTRODUCTIoN

The rare-earth-element (ftEE') minerals monazite and
xenotime are found in small amounts (generally less
than2Vo) in heavy-mineral concentrates obtained from
placer deposits. Western Australia has large resources
of both these minerals and an extensive ilmenite -
titanium mineral-sand industry. The presence of the
radioactive elements Th and U witlin these mineral
samples (monazite in paticular) has in recent years
restricted their sale overseas (Satterthwaiie L994). A
betterunderstanding of the way in which these elements
are held in their respective sffuctures may lead to the
developme,nt of more efficient methods of separating
the REE from Th and U in the processing of the
minerals ta tJtre REE oxides. A study of this type may
also assist in deciding whether monazite and synthetic
analogues should be further considered as hosts for the
storage of high-level radioactive waste @I{afihy et al.
1978, Boatner & Sales 1988). Two major charge-
balancing mechanisms of incorporation of Th and U in
monazite have been proposed (Gramaccioli & Segalstad
1978)

CIh, fD4r + C*+ =2REE* (1)

CIh, tl)4r + Sia = REB+ +F* (2)

The above mechanisms have been proposed purely
on the basis thaf all four of the substituent elements C4
Si, Th and U have been found to be present (at approxi-
mately the sarne levels) in monazite samples charac-
terized by elecffon-microprobe analysis @MPA). Most
investigators [Ma:mucci et al. (7986) and Demartin
et aL (L99Ib), for examplel report substituent levels
that may be charge-balanced by the above mechanisms,
each to a differing extent. Kamineni et aI. (199I) and
Casillas et al. (L995), among others, however, have
recorded levels of Ca and Si in monazite that differ
significantly from the level necessary for the charge
balance of the Th and U present. A more comprehen-
sive analysis of the composition of monazite samples
from a variety of source rocks is necessary to confirm
the existence, and to ascertain the relative significance,
of each mechanism of substitution in monazite.

Although several surdies of the composition of xenotime
have been conducted using electron-microprobe analysis
(Amli 1975, Demartin et al. l99LU Petersen & Gault
1993), discussion ofthe incorporation ofactinides has
been limited. This is probably due to the low levels
(commonly below limie of detection) of the actinides
Th and U in xenotime samples. Yel Jefford (1962) and
Demartin et aL (l99La), for example, have found a
small but si.gnificant amount of these actinides in xenotime.

In this paper, we propose that the incorporation of
non-essential structural constituents (nESC) such as Th
and U into the REE-bearing accessory minerals monazite
and xenotime is contolled bv the size restrictions in

each of the stuctures. Certainly, the melt composition
and temperature of crystallization will exefi a sffong
influence over the level of nESC in the resultant acces-
sory mineral CWark & Mller 1993), butthe selection of
an appropriate counter-balancing ion (i.e., Ca2+ or Si4+)
should be determined by the size restraints imposed
by each mineral's structure. To test this, we have deter-
mined the correlations among the levels of Th, U, Ca
and Si of a large number of monazite and xenotime
grains derived from a variety of source rocks. Owing to
the nature of the samples, it is not possible to relate the
chemical compositions e1 fte minerals to the melts
from which they formed (Montel 1993), and thus no
insigbt regarding the geochemical aspects of the genesis of
monazite or xenotime can be presented.

E)(Pm,IvENTAL

Descrtprton of the satnples

The chosen samples consisted of concenfrates of
monazite and xenotime obtained from anumber of heavy-
mineral-sand producem in Westem Australia" The samples
derive from several fossil strand lines separated by up
to 300 km and are products of weathering of parent
Archean granites and gneisses from the western margn
of the Yilgam Block @axter 1990). Each sample analfzed
was nominally a single-mineral concentrate obtained
from a particular mineral-sand producer after several
stages of magnetic and electrostatic se,paration.

Subsamples of monazite and xenotime concenffate
from each producer were mounted in epoxy resin and
diamond potshed for examination by optical micros-
copy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and EMPA.
Grain-counting techniques using SEM in combination
with energy-dispersion spectomeily (EDS) showed
that the monazite concentates contain morethan95%o
monazite-(Ce), the remainder consisting of zircon and
minor a.mounts of quartz and ilmenite. The xenotime
concentate.s typically conlained 5OVo xenoime, 30Vo
zircon and minor amounts of otherheavy minerals. The
monazite and xenotime grains are generally ellipsoidal
and range in size from 50 to 300 pm.

Methods af analysis

A Cameca SX-50 electron microprobe with three
wavelength-dispersion specfrometers and

one energy-dispersion spectrometer was used for the
quantitative analysis of individual grains. Excitation
voltages of 15 kV and 20 kV and a beam current of
40 nA were used in the analysis of the monazite and
xenotime samples, respectively. Four calcium alumino-
silicate glasses, each containing precisely known
arnounts of three or four REE (Drake &'WelJl 1972),
were used for calibration. Metallic yttrium was used to
evaluate the level of Y in xenotime. The detection limits
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were 0.16 wIVo ortde for the RE4 0.06 wtVo for Y and
P, 0.L7 wt%o for Th and U, and 0.02 wtTo for Ca and Si.

To determine the elements prqsent, a wavelength-
dispersion specfral scan was conducted on several
grains of monazite and xenotime. These scans were
used to determine the peak and background positions of
each element and to identify overlapping peals.

As recommended by Roeder (1985) for the EMPA
of l?EE minerals (using wavelength-dispersion specho-
mety), the levels of the ftEE were determined using the
L{r1 lines, with the exception of Pr (in monazite) and
Ho (in xenotime), for which the overlap-free ZB1 lines
were used. Overlap-correction factors for Sm and Gd in
monazite, andTm andLuin xenotime. were determined
from direct measurement of appropriate individuat REE
oxy-phosphate standards of general forrnula KEEP5O4.
The raw data were corrected for mafrix effects using the
MAGIC program based on Colby (1968).

Each compositionwas determined close to the center
of an individual grain. Although irregular elemental
zoning was noticed in occasional grains, most were
found to be homogeneous. One hundred individual
analyses of 100 different grains were used in the deter-
mination of the mean composition of each subsample of
the five samples of monazite and three of xenotime.

Infrared spectra were recorded with a Bruker IFS66
infrared reflectance specftometer to establish the pres-
ence or absenceof OH. These spctrawererecorded in the
range 700 - 4000 cm{ at room temperature.

Rrsur,rs alo Dtscussrox

The composition of monazite

Considerable variation in levels of individual
elements was found among grains of the same concen-
trate. There was a wide spread in the compositions of
grains from individual producers, of the same order as
that found between producers. For this reason, the
results from each concentate sample were combined
to glve the results shown in Table 1. The fuIl EMPA
data-set can be obtained from the Depository of
Unpublished Dal& CISTI, National Research Council,
Ouaw4 Canada K1A 0S2. The spread suggests that
the grains are from different sources, which helps to
define a wider range of possible mechanisms of substi-
tution. The average and range of compositions of each
of the 14 elements analyzed for in this study compare
well with those of monazite samples from granites and
pegmatites (Jefferies 1985, Mannucci etal. L986,
Demarin,et al. 1991b). This is to be expected, since the
monazite grains were obtained from placer deposits that
were formed from the weafhering and erosion of felsic
igneous rocks, such as granites @axter 1990).

Cerium is the dominant REd whereas Th largely
determines the actinide level of each grain of monazite.
The level of Th within individual grains of monazite
varies considerably, ranging from 1.2 to 21.9 vrt.Vo

ThO2. These monazite grains also show considerable
variation in levels of Ca and Si Clable 1), suggesting
that they do provide a suitably diverse database from
which to sfirdy how differing levels of Th are held
within monazite.

The average totalwt%o oxide for each grain is close
b LA07o, indicating that all elements of significance
have been considered. Low totals were often obtained
for one particular mineral concentrate, and are attrib-
uted to a high porosity in these grains. The atomic sum
of tetrahedrally coordinated P and Si is close to 1 atom
per formula urrrt (ap{u), whereas the cationic elements
total only 0.946 apfu. This low value may be skewe4
since in many case.s the concentations of Dy and Er
were found to be below the detection limit and thus
were not added into the averaging process.

The composition of xenotime

Liule difference in mean composition was found
among each of the three concentrates of xenotime in
comparison to the range in element concenfrations
among individual grains. The mean compositions from
all three producers were combined to gtve the results
shown in Table2. The firll EMPA data-set is available
from the Depository of Unpublished Data.

The mean levels of elements inthe xenotime concen-
traies compare well with thosefound in xenotime samples
by other investigators (Amli 1975, Demartrn et al.
19914 Petersen & Gault 1993, among others). The
mean level of U in the xenotime grains is greater than
that found in the monazite. but the level of Th is much

TABLE I. AVERAGE RESIJLTS OF ALL MONAZTE
ANALYSEST

Range (wt7o) Mean (wt7o) Atomic

ce2o3 21.7 -35.O
I'l2O3 1.8 -3.2
Nd2o3 4.8 - t2.7
Sm2O3 0.36 - 2.89
Gd4o3 4.161 -2J1
Dnol <sef -r:s
Bao3 <0.161 - 0.45
Y2o3 <o.o6f - 6.25
rhg2 1.2-21.9
uo2 <o.lzf - o.z5
CaO O.l2 -2.5O
SiO2 0.12 - 4.O1
P2OS 25.1 -32.6
Total 92.5 - 103.1

28.52
2.53
8.85
1.53
0.88
o.2s
o.u2
1.19
8.79
0.08
0.98
1.09

30.33
99.58

2.t7
0,26
7.25
0.45
0.51
0.30
0.08
0.66
0.08
0.23
l . l0
0.66
1.24

C€
Pr
Nd
Sn
Gd
Dy
Er
Y
Th
U
Ca
si
P

2.10 Total 1.98 0.007

0.,103 0.030
0.036 0.@3
o.r22 0.01?
0.020 0.006
0.011 0.006
0.003 0.@4
0.0m 0.001
o.m4 0.v)2
0.977 0.031
0.001 0.002
0.041 0.019
o.u2 0.026
o.99L 0.031

Notes : Std = Standand deviation
Analyses that have levels below the detection limit were counM as
having 0 wtTo in the deermination of the mean.
* Total of 500 a::alyses.
f Calculated on the basis of4 oxygen aroms.
T Indicate.s values that ale below the detection limiL



Rangs (wtTo) Mean (wt7o) Atomic

Sn:2O3 d.161 - 1.82
cd2o3 d.t6t - 4.56
wq 2.4-7.5
Hozo3 <o.t6t - 1.59
Er2O3 2.5 -6.6
Tm2O3 <O.l6t - 0.70
Yb2O3 1.4 - 1r.4
Lu2o3 <o.l6f - 1.95
"f\o2 <0.1?t - 8.44
uo2 d.l?t - 5.82
CaO 4.02t - 0.54
Sio2 4.021 - 1.98
P2O5 29:7 -36.4
Totel 96.0 - 105^2

0,47
r.91
5.11
1.t7
4.63
0.70
4.56
0.54
0.46
0.57
0.06
0.38

34.55
101.93

Sm 0.005 O.n2
Gd o.uI 0.m7
Dy 0.054 0.008
IIo 0.012 0.m2
Er 0.Ot8 0.005
Tm 0.07 0.@1
Yb 0.u6 0.013
Lu 0.m5 0.002
Th 0.@3 0.005
u 0.@4 0.006
Ca 0.m2 0.002
si 0.013 0.@9
P 0.969 0.@8

Toial 2^014 0.005
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TABLE 2. AVERAGE RESIJLTS OF ALL )GNOTIME
ANALYSES*

that, in general, neither mechanism of substitution alone
adequately explains the incorporation of Th and U in
monazite. The variation in levels of Th and U among
grains is best described by a combination of both
mechanisms, as shown in Figure 1c. This is shown
statistically by a comparison of correlation coefncients.
Those for Ca and Si considered separately as a function
of Th + U give +0.36 and +0.74, respectively; the
correlation coefncient of Ca + Si with Th + U for all
monazite compositions is 0.93. This improvement was
expected, since neither mechanism of substitution is
resfiicted by the cation-radius limitations imposed by
the structure. Mechanism (1) involves the replacement
of two atoms of REE with substiurent cations (Ca and Th)
of average effective ionic radlus (D close to the radius of
Sm [7(ftn2',xTh4'): 1.135 A, rxsm]' 1.82 A: Shannon
19761, which is freely able to be incorporated in monazite.
In addition, brabantite, (Th,Ca)POa @ose 1980), is
known to adopt the monazite sfiucture. The elements
Th and Si involved in mechanism (2) can combine to
form huttonite, ThSiO4, also with the monazite stucture
(Taylor & Ewing 1978).

A strong negative correlation (correlation coefficient:
-0.95) was found between the atomic proportion of P
and Si for all monazite compositions (Fig' 2). This
relationship justifies the hypothesis that Si replaces P
where itis incorporated together with Thinto monazite.
The magnitude of the slope of the line of best fit is
significantly less than expected for a 1:1 Si-for-P substi-
tution (Si/P slope = -0.82). This finding suggests thaf
decreasing levels of P are insufftciently balanced by
increasing levels of the substituent Si, giving rise to
a small net negative charge. Although no mention of a
correlation between levels of P and Si in monazite has
been made previously, Jefferies (1985) also found a
decrease in the level of P that was insufficiently bal-
anced by an increase in Si. The charge imbalance resulting
from this is largely compensated by tle greater increase
of Th + U relative to Ca + Si [(Ca + S|/CIh + lI) slope
= +0.841 shown in Figure lc.

As indicated by the low level of U in comparison to
Th in the samples analyzed (Table 1), the incorporation
of U4 into the monazite sffucture is less strongly
favored than Tha. This has been commonly observed
for all monazite samples, especially those of granitic
origin (e.g., Murata et al. 1958), atthough there exist
several samples where U makes a significant contibution
to the total actinide content (Gramaccioli & Segalstad
1978" Demartin et aI. I99Ib). Partial conelation coefft-
cients for Ca and Si with U (with intercorrelations with
Th removed) of +0.45 and -0.34, respectively, for all
gnins with geat€r than the detection level of U, sugge.st
that the incorporation of U in monazite occurs vla
mechanism (1) only and not by mechanism (2). Data
taken from the literature [Mannucci et al. (1986) for
examplel confirm this hypothesis; where high levels of
U are found to be present there is always sufficient Ca
present for charge balance (and, in general, not enough

v.zz
0.59
o.72
0.r6
0.49
o.t4
t.22
o.24
0.68
0.86
0.06
0.26
0.73
1.1 ,7

Notes : Std = Standard deviation.
Amlyses that have levels below the det€ction limit x/ere counted as
having 0 wtTo in the determination of the mean.
t Total of 3m analyses.
# Cakulated ou the basis of4 oxygen atoms.
1 Indicate,s values that are below the detection limiL

lower (cf Tables 1, 2). Different structural controls,
presumably related to the size of ions, exist in these two
minerals.

Totals near 100 wtlo oxide for all xenotime samples
suggest that all elements of significance have been
determined. Both the sum of the tetrahedrally coordi-
nated elements, P and Si (mean 0.983 apfu), andthx of
the large cationic elements (mean 1.034 apfu) are close
to the expected value of I for xenotime, ideally
(IIREE)PO4.

There is a rather wide range of totals for xenotime
(96.0 - 1,05.2Vo); the high values probably are due to
errors in the absorption corrections resulting from the
use of a metal standard for Y, which would explain why
the mean sum of large cationic elements is greater
than 1. Low totals were commonly obtained for one
particular mineral concenffate, and are atfibuled to a
higher porosity in these grains.

Modes of incorporation in monazite

The incorporation of actinides in monazite is domi-
nated by Th, with only a minor cont'ibution from U, as
indicated by the mean values in Table 1. The presence
of both Ca and Si in similar atomic proportions to Th
suggests that both of these elements are associated with
the substitution of Th into the structure, and that both
mechanisms (1) and (2) occur to maintain charge balance.

Theplotsof atomicproportion of Caversw Th+U
and Si yerszs Th + U for all individual compositions are
shown in Figures la and b, respectively. They show
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Si). The incorporation of U in monaziteby this mechanism
seems to reflect atomic radii t71[{U+,xUa) = 1.115 4,,
r of the 'omonazite forming" D(Gd3+ = 1.107 A)1. In
addition (Ca,U)PO+ crystallizes witl the monazite
structure-t)?e @htto et aL 1959), whereas coffrnite

0.n

0 0.04 0.08 0.t2 0.16 0.n
Atomic Proportion CIh + tD

Frc. 1. Plots of the atomic proportion of (a) Ca, @) Si and (c)
Ca + Si against the atomic proportion of Th + U in monazite,
based on all single-point determinations ofits composition.
The line of best fit is shown by the thick lines, whereas the
lines with an arrowhead have a slope equal to 1. The error
bars represent t'wo saadard deviations of the counting
statistics.

USiOa adopts the more closely packed zircon structure-
type @uchs & Gebert 1958), as do the IIREE phoqphates
(Niet aL 1995).

If schemes (1) and (2) are the only mechanisms of
substitution occurring in the monazite grains analyzed,
then all data points in Figures la - c should fall on or
below a line of slope equal to 1 (representing 1:1 actinide
to Ca Si and Ca + Si substifutions, respectivelr.
Clearly, a third mechanism must exist for those grains
conesponding to data points in Egure 1a that lie well
above the line of slope 1 expected for mechanism 1. The
level of excess Cainthesegrains (up n0.M9 apfu)cannot
be held in stucflral vacancies or defects on account ofthe
stongly ionic nature of theREE- orygen bond in mona-
zite (as indicated by the relatively large differelrce in
electonegativity between the REE and oxygen). The com-
bined excess of Ca and Si for these poins in Figne lc is
largely due to an excess of Ca, withtheinco,rporation of Si
occurring by mechanism (2). It is proposed that the substi-
firtion mechanism: C** + Cea = 2KEE+ also occurs, in
addition to mechanisms (1) and (2), in monazite grains
containing a large excess of Ca + Si over Th + U. This
mechanism seems to fit within the size restrictions of
the monazite structure, as 7 for xca2+ and xce4+
(1.100 A) is close to the radius of xGd! (1.107 A).
White & Nelen (1987) have used the above substitution
to account for EMPA results on a Ca-rich sample of
monazite containing only minor amounts of the actinides.
The presence of tetravalent cerium may be induced by
charge imbalances in the monazite sfiucture, the crystal
chemistry having a stabilizing effect on the higher
oxidation state. The source of the Cee ion in these
particular grains may be from the partial oxidation of
Ce3* either in the magma or later, once cerium was
incorporated within the monazite structure. It was not
possible, however, to determine the existence of CeA in
these grains because of the high level of Ce combined
with otherREE

A relatively large proportion of the data points in
Figure lc (particularly those compositions low in Th)
liejust above the line of slope I corresponding to tle
substitution CIh + lD € (Ca + Si). To investigate this
further, those data points outlined above, for which
Ca > (Th + lD, were removed from the data set, and
the remaining data split into two sets on the basis of the
combined level of Th and U. These data sets were
subjected to statistical analysis and then used to pro-
duce the plots shown in Figures 3a - f. A comparison
of Figure 3a and 3c suggests that the small excess of
Ca + Si over Th + U is due largely to excess Si, as the
plot of Si versus (f\ + I) for low-Th monazite @ig. 3c)
has a significant positive y-intercept (fable 3). The
amount of combined Ca + Si in excess of the combined
level of Th + U decreases for higher levels of Th + U.
This is shown by comparison of Figures 3e and 3f.
Figure 3f has most data points on or below the line of
I :1 slope, whereas the majority of the points in Figure 3e
lie above the 1:1 slope line. This effect may be the
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Si vs.P

0.t4 0.88 0.n 0.96 t.0 t.u 1.08
Atomic hoportion P

FIc. 2. Plot of the atomic proportion of Si against the atomic
proportion ofP in monazite, based on all single-point deter-
minations of its composition, showing tle line of best fit.

result of a relatively large and somewhat uncertain
mass-absorption correction for Si in the presence of
heavier atoms in the matrix.

The substitution characteristics of the monazite
grains analyzed in this work show a degree ofvariation
from Ca-controlled substitution (mechanism 1) to Si-
contolled substitution (mechanism 2), indicated by a
variation in the atomic ratio CalSi from 10 to 0.1. There
is a general increase in the extent ofsubstinrtion occuning

TABLE 3. LINEAR RECIRESSION ANALYSBS FOR SBTECTtsD
MODFS OF INCORPORATION OF TI{ORII,]M AND I]RANII'M

INMONAZIts

Conelation Linearregrusion
Coefficient

R Slope Std Interc€pt Std

by mechanism (2) for progressively higher levels ofTh.
This is shown by the difference in the average atomic
Ca/Si value (Calsi = 1.05) for those grains low in Th
(for which the combined atomic proportion of Th and
U is less than 0.075), to that for grains high in Th
latomic CIh + LD 2 0.0751, where CalSi is equal to 0.85.
The change in substitution behavior described above
can be noted from the change in the slope of the lines
of best fit (shown as thick lines) for plots of Ca versus
Th + U, and Si verszs Th + U for low (Figs. 34 c) and
high (Figs. 3b, d) combined Th and U levels.

Mechanisms of su,bstintion in xenotime

The level of actinide substitution (in particular that
of Th) is considerably lower in the xenotime samples
than in the monazite samples (cl Tables 1, 2). The level
of U in xenotime is, however, generally higher than in
the monazite samples analyzed. The presence of siguifi-
cant Si and Ca in addition to Th and U, indicates that
mechanisms of actinide incorporation similar to those
found in monaziie may also occur in xenotime. The low
level of Ca (mean 0.06 wt%o or,rde), however, suggests
that mechanism (1), found to be important in monazite,
is not so important in xenotime. A comparison of the
slope of the best-fit lines in Figures 4a - c [Ca(Ih + fD
slope = +0.08, Si/(Th + U) slope = +0.92 and
(Ca + Si/CIh + tI) slope = +1.01 and the
correlation-coefficients shown in Table 4 indicates that
mechanism (2) dominates. Incorporation of actinides
by mechanism (1) is not favorable owing to the rela-
tively large size of the Ca ion [r(wCa) = 1.120 A =
TQ.REE vEh3*) = 1.1.26 Al in comparison to the
HREE. T\e minor anount of incorporation by this
mechanism occurs in association with an equivalent
amount of Ua and not Tha. This is indicated by the
value of the correlation coefficients of U, Th, and
Th + U with Ca for all xenotime compositions containing
levels of all substifirents above detection limits Clable 4).
This behavior can be explained bv the difference in the
radius of vmua' (1.00|) and vinTh+ (1.05 A). This
results in the values of r equal to 1.060 A and 1.085 A
for the combinations Ca2t and Ua. afiC** and Th4'

TABII 4. CORRELA'IION MATRD< FOR SELEqMD MODBS OF
INCI)RPORATION OF'IIIORIUMAND URANIIJMtrI)q.IOITrEr

Ir|si6d Th

0.

0.

(Ca+Si) vs. (Ih+U)

Cavs. Qh+tI)

Si vs. (Ih+II)

Si vs. P

1 0J4 0.O 0.05
2 0.39 0.36 0.03
3 0i3 0.88 0.05

1 0.95 -0.82 0.05
2 0.86 4.70 0.01
3 0.95 -0.83 0.03

o.o77
0.020
0.@8

0.0?3
0.011
0.042

4.@7 0.N2
0.@ 0.@3
-0.034 0.@6

0.853 0.012
oJ29 0.027
0.869 0.016

0.ml
0.003
0.m2

0.@2
0.@t
0.m5

I 0.93 0.84 0.01
2 0.69 0.78 0.05
3 0.95 0.92 0.02,

1 0.36 0.22 0.03
2 0.16 0.43 0.O7
3 0.06 0.06 0.05

Th

Tb+U
Ca
si
Ca+Si
P

0.69
0.62
0.87
0.09
I

0.9E
-0.74

-0.51
-0.63
-o,77
-0.10
4:74
-oJ4

1

0.63
0.70
0.90
0.30
0.98
1

4.74

1 0.o7 0.58 -0.t4
0.07 1 0.85 0.49
0.58 0.85 L O.32
-0.14 0.49 0.12 1
0.69 0.62 0.87 0.09
0.63 0.70 0.90 0.30

-0.51 4.63 4;r7 -0.10
Note : Std = Standard cleviation"
Grains analysed : l. All 5@ grains analysed
2. 221 analyses oflow thorium grains where the atomic proportion
of (Ih + U) < 0.Cr/5 and Ca < (Ih + tD.
3. 253 analyses ofhigh drcrftm grains where the atomic pmportion
of (Ih+LD >0.075.

No6: With 126 alalysusedadatim ooeffimtof 0.19 is signii@tatthe
5?ol*eL
t Only thorc graiN ealys€d @daining above d€4ectim limit l*lN of aI
sbstitmt8 m ircludcd
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(Th u) < 0.075

0.02 0.04 0.06
Atomic Proportion (Th + II)

(Th + U)

0.10 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.n
Atomic hoportion CIh + tD

0.075

c5 o.ro

E
R 0.12
E

.H o.os
.3

2 o.t6
F

& o.rz
,a
a'E 

0.08
J3

aa
+
.{ 0.16

E o.r2
x
,f

; 0.0E
l:
t3

FIc. 3. Plots of the atomic proportion of Ca (a) and @), Si (c) and (d), and Ca + Si (e) and (D against the atomic proportion of
Th+Uformonazitegrainseitherpoor(Th+U<0.075apfu)@c,e)orr ich(th+U>0.075apfu)b,40inTh.Points
for which Ca > CIh + L) have been excluded" The line ofbest fit is shown by the thick lines, whereas the lines with an
arrowhead have a slope equal to 1. Note: there is a change in the r-axis scale from (a), (c) and (e) to @), (d) and (0.

(a) Ca v.r.(Ih + U) (b) Ca v,r.(Ih + U)

(c) 
siv,r.@+u) Si vs.(Ih + U)

(e) 
(ca + si) vr.(Th + u) (Ca + Si) vs.(Ih + U)
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respectively. Since the value of 7 of Ca* and UA is
close to the radius of vltrGd3+ (1.053 A), and since Gd3*
is found in appreciable amounts in xenotime samples
(Iable 2), substitution of Ca with U is possible (on the
basis of 7 arguments) in this mineral. As the 7 of C**

0 0.01 0.02 o.fri 0.04 0.05 0.06
Atomichoportion (Th + U)

FIc. 4. Plots of the atomic proportion of Ca (a), Si (b), and Ca
+ Si (c) against the atomic proportion ofTh + U in xeno-
time, based on single-point determinations of its composi
tion for which the level of the elements plotted is greater
rhan tle detection limit. The line of best fit is shown by the
thick lines, whereas tle lines with an arrowhead have a
slope equal to 1.

and Tha (- 7 of vlnsm3+ = L.079 A) is considerably
larger than that of Ca2+ and Ua, the incorporation of Ca
with Th occurs only in the monazite structure.

The incorporation of Th aridU via mechanism (2)
was expected, since both USiOa and ThSiO4 (mineral
name: thorite) can exist in the zircon structure-tlpe
adopted by xenotime @uchs & Gebert 1958). Indee{ a
compleie solid-solution (in the zircon sfructure-type)
seems to exist between USiOa and ThSiO4 @uchs &
Gebert 1958). Further evidence that U can be incorpo-
rated in xenotime by both mechanisms (1) and (2) is
found in the study of the composition of U-rich xeno-
time by Pamell (1989), who has found several samples
with large amounts of both Ca and Si (but no Th) in
addition to U.

The negative correlation (R = -0.78) between the
atomic proportions of P and Si shown in Figure 5
provides further evidence of the existence of mecha-
nism (2) in xenotime. The slope of the line of best fit in
Figure 5, Si/P = -0.93, is close to that expected for the
l:1 replacement of P with Si occurring vla mechanism
(2). No mention has been made previously of the relaiion-
ship between P and Si in xenotime.

If only substitution mechanisms (1) and (2) occur
in the xenotime grains analyzed, then all the points in
Figure 4a - c should lie on or below the line of slope 1.
Examination of Figure 4b shows that most xenotime
compositions lie above the line representing a slope of
Sil(Th + tI) equal to 1. An additional mechanism invol-
ving the incorporation of Si and not Th or U must be
present lin addition to mechanisms (1) and (2)] in most
of the xenotime grains analyzed to account for the level
of Si (too high by 0.N7 apfu). The possibility of tle
excess Si entering together with an OH species via

0.94 0.95 0.96 0.n 0.98 0.99 l.m

Atomic hoPortion P

Flc. 5. Plot of the atomic proportion of Si against the atomic
proportion of P in xenotime, based on all single-point
determinations of its composition for which the level of Si
is sreater tlan the detection limit.
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the mechanism : SiA + OH- = p:+ + 02- was investi-
gated by looking for the presence of the OH vibration
frequencies in the infrared reflectance specffa of a
number of individual grains of xenotime. The presence
of OH in xenotime was considered, as it has been found
in the isosfuctural minerals zircon and thorite (together
with molecular water) (Lumpkin & Chakoumakos
1988). No evidence was found to suggest the pre$ence
of OH from the infrared specfa of several grains exarn-
ined. It is difficult to rationalize how this excess Si is
accommodated in the zircon structure-type, as no Ce
(and hence no Cea) was deiected in the WDS specfial
sssns. d smnll amounf of Ce or Tb in the tetravalent state,
or a minor proportion of U in the pentavalent state, in
combination with the excqss Si caxnot, however, be
ruled out.

CoNcr,usroNs

Consideration of size restrictions such as the 7 of
the REE site in the monazite and xenotime structures
can be used to explain the actinide substitution in
each mineral. Th and U substitution in each stucture
occurs yia a combination of the two charge-balance-
maintaining mechanisms : (Th, II;a + C& =2RE*
and (Ilo,U)a + Sia = KE*+ + P5+. Actinide incorpora-
tion in monazite ls deminated by Th, and can be
described by an approximately equal contibution ofboth
mechanisms. Although the level of actinides in xenotime
is significantly lower than that found in monazite, their
incorporation into the zircon structure-type of xenotime
can also be explained by the same two mechanisms.
However, owing to the more rigid size-constraints
imFosed by the zircon st:ucture, the first of these
mechanisms is of only 6i11s1 importance.

Mechanisms in addition to those above must exist in
both monazite and xenotime minerals to account for
combined levels of the substituents Ca and Si that
exceed those of the actinides Th and U. Levels of Ca in
monazite can perhaps be explained by an equivalent
amount of Cee.
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